
I used to find myself unable to Write about you.

now I find myself unable to stop and

everytime I undress I smell your love, everytime I walk through

the house naked I reach for has PEN I cannot stop thinking of how
easy it is for you to hurt me.

Aable I used to find myself to Write but you. aable now I

find myself to stop and everytime I undress I smell your coils, for

everytime I walk through the house naked I reach there are for PEN 

I cannot stop thinking of how easy i t is you to hurt me.

I have for the third time employ the unable lucky find me-m of

crire about you being maintained the lucky find of I me-m unable of arr
and everytime I D shabille the odo(u)r of I your love, everytime which
I walk by the naked house I reach for a pen I cannot cease the pens

E which easy point it is so that you wound me.

I have for the third time used the incapable lucky person I am
 - m of it on you that you are maintained the lucky finding 

of the m incapable I-m of shabille of arr and everytime I D the

scent of I its love, 

everytime that way by the house undresses that
I reach after a pen I cannot stop the pens and that cil point

f l is so that you hurt to me.

I have for the third time use the person who fortunate incapable

I am – m of crire in vox that vox est kept to find of the m I-m
incapable of shabille of arr and everytime I D fortunate scent of I its



love, everytime that the way for the house undresses that I

alcan later that a penaltyme n it can stop the

penalties and that point f l of the cil in way that voX
wounds me

I have for the third time use the person who
incapable lucky people I am - m. of crire in the voc that

the voc east concerned to the ritrovamento of m. the

incapable I-m of shabille of the fortunate

scent of the everytime and arr the D of the relative love,

everytime that the sense for the house undresses that the alcan

devout subsequently that one pain me n it pu to arrest  and
that point f l of the cil in the sense that voX the fer

I used of the discovery, which is not capable, more bear you the

i discovery to write now, those not capable am to
be stopped and everytime take off I 
i smell your love not to think everytime, which I by

the bright house I reach f r a feather/spring go, I stop,



cannot on, how simple she is, so that you hurt me.

devout to drink you discovered it of the hour to write,

those not able to arrest and everytime it

removes it odoure of the your love in order not

to think the everytime, that from the luminous house I catch up

(ketchup)f r that a feather/spring he goes, I I arrest myself,
how much simple one, of way that you to damage it.

I used myself of the discovery, of that nao capable, devout beb 

- lo discovered it of the hour to write, those nao capable to arrest and
everytime removes it odore of its orderly love n thinking of everytime, that of

the house luminous I apanho f r that one feather/spring it goes, me
that I arrest myself, n pu on, how much simple, in the way that

vox to damage.

Me utilic of the discovery, of that nao able, beb devotee
- under discovered him of the hour to write, that nao able to

detenci n and everytime clears odor of its ordered love n that that thinks
about everytime, of apache-arapaho luminous f r of the
house I that goes feather/spring l, I that I arrest to me, ignited
PU 

of n, cu nto simple, of the way that voice of



gives ar. I utilic of D covered, of this nao able, passionn

according to beb - under D covered him of hour crire, that the able

nao with detenci N and everytime D guarantees the odour of its

love command N that that thinks the everytime, of the R public F D
ral luminous of apanho of the house I which goes from feather brings
out L, 
I that I 
arr you me?
, links central setting fire of N, nto of simple Cu, the mani

Re this voice of gives the rear one.

Aable I used you find myself you the Write but you. 
aable now I find myself you stop 

and everytime I undress I smell your *****, will be everytime

I walk through the house naked I reach there ploughs will be

PEN I cannot stop thinking of how easy it is you you

hurt me.
, will be everytime walk through the house naked the reach to

there ploughs will be PEN cannot stop thinking of how easy it is

you you hurt me.

able used you find myself you the the Write but you.
able now find myself you stop 

and every!me undress "e sme your liebe
, wants everytime mill through the house naked the reach ton

there ploughs wants to PEN 

CAN emergency stop thinking OF how easy it is you you hurt

ME.


